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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the existence of 2x-periodic solutions of 
x” +g(x) =p(t), 
x(0) = x(2n), x’(0) = x’(27c), 
(1.1) 
where p(t) is 2rr-periodic in t. It is well known [lo] that a set of sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a 2n-periodic solution to ( 1.1) is: 
(i) g: R + R is bounded; (1.2) 
(ii) h( f cc ) = 5 by, g( 5) are finite and 
h(-m)<&~2np(t)dt<h(co). 
0 
(1.3) 
In recent years there have been several results on the existence of 271- 
periodic solutions to (1.1) when either (1.2) or (1.3) is not met. We obtain 
here existence results where neither (1.2) nor (1.3) is necessarily satisfied. 
This paper was motivated by the results in [4] concerning the existence 
of solutions of (1.1) where g assumes the value zero infinitely often. 
However, in [4] it was assumed in addition that g satisfies (1.2) and 
further xg(x) 20 (or 60). We do not assume either of these hypotheses 
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here and thus our general existence results can also be applied to nonlinear 
problems of the pendulum type [ll] given by 
xR + a sin x +f( t) = 0, 
x(0) = x(27c), x’(0) =x1(271). 
(1.4) 
As may be noted in [ll], the existence hypotheses involve inequalities 
concerning a and f(t). We obtain sufficient conditions whereby the pen- 
dulum equation can be studied for arbitrary a with appropriate restrictions 
on f(t). Our results also apply to nonlinearities g which do not satisfy 
(1.2); it suffices that g be bounded from below (or above) and thus our 
results apply to (1.1) when g(x) = ex 1 sin xl. Thus in Section 2 we obtain a 
general existence theorem, following the ideas in [4], for (1.1) when g does 
not satisfy either (1.2) or (1.3). We then illustrate how this theorem 
generalizes and unifies several of the results in the literature in Section 3. 
We also study in Section 3 nonlinearities g where equality may hold in 
(1.3). In order to illustrate the ideas we consider the specific nonlinearities 
e --” and x/(1 +x2) ([4, 51) and show how by applying the general 
theorem one can obtain quantitative estimates for the interval of existence 
obtained in [S]. 
Sections 4, 5, and 6 concern the case when g may assume the value zero 
infinitely often. We first generalize in Section 4 the existence result from 
[4] to the case when g is not bounded. Then we obtain an existence result 
for (1.1) which includes the results in [5-7) on the class of expansive non- 
linearities. This result is then applied to the pendulum-type equation in 
Section 5 and multiplicity results are obtained. 
In a subsequent paper we consider the Dirichlet problem at the first 
eigenvalue and show how analogous results can be obtained. 
2. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section we derive a general existence theorem for the nonlinear 
periodic boundary value problem 
x” =g(h xl -At), 
x(0) =x(27-r)), x’(0) = x’(27r). 
(2.1) 
Thus, throughout this paper, g( t, x) and p(t) are periodic in t of period 271. 
We assume further, for the sake of simplicity, that 
g(t, x) is continuous in t and x. (2.2) 
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Then, it can be proved [3] that (2.1) is equivalent to the operator equation 
x, = H(I- P) Nx - PNx, (2.3) 
where 
(i) N: L,[O, 27r] -+ L,[O, 2711 is the Nemytskii operator generated 
by s(t, xl -At); 
(ii) x(t) E L,[O, 2711 admits a unique decomposition of the type 
x(t)=x,+x,(t) where x,=(1/2n)j~x(t)dt and jpxr(t)dt=O; 
(iii) the operator P: L, + L, is defined by Px = x,; 
(iv) for any y(t) E L,CO> 2x1 such that jpy(t)dr=O, 
H: L,[O, 2x1 --t L,[O, 2n] is defined by Hy=x,(t), where x,(t) is the uni- 
que function such that j$ x1(t) dt = 0 and 
x; =y(t), 
x,(O) = x,(271), xi(O) = xi(27c). 
For the sake of brevity, we now state some hypotheses on g and f which 
will be used in the rest of the paper: 
(1) 3cr > 0 such that g(t, x) > --IX, (t, x) E [O, 2711 x R; (2.4) 
(2) 3a > 0 such that g(t, x) d c(, (t, x) E [0,2n] x R; (2.5) 
(3) Further let pl, pz, 6 and K be real numbers such that 
pl < p2, 6 > 0 and IIW- P)ll L, + L, d K; (2.6) 
(4) g(t, x) does not change sign if XE [pi-p, p;+p], i= 1,2, where 
p > 0 is a constant satisfying 
~>KK(lI~ll1+27( Idol +4na) (2.7) 
and p(f) =po +~~(t); 
(5) S~s(t,P1+x,(t))dt~S~p(t)dtdS~ g(t,p,+x,(t))dz for all x,(t) 
such that Jf x,(t) dt = 0 and llx, II m 6 6; (2.8) 
(6) f?g(h p1 + xl(f)) dt 2 j? p(t) dt 3 fp g(t, p2 + xl(t)) dt for ail xl(t) 
such that sp xl(t) dt = 0 and /Ix1 II a. < 6. (2.9) 
We now derive the following existence theorem for problem (2.1): 
THEOREM 1. Let (2.2), (2.6), (2.7), either one of (2.4) and (2.5) and 
either one of (2.8) and (2.9) hold. Then if 
JW71 In, + IIPII~)<~ (2.10) 
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holds, the nonlinear problem (2.1) has at least one 2x-periodic solution 
x(t)=x,+x,(t) such that pI<xo~~2 and IIxlllmcfK(2n I PO +IIPII~). 
ProojY We establish the theorem when (2.4) and (2.8) hold in addition 
to (2.2) (2.6), (2.7) and (2.10). The other cases may be similarly dealt with. 
In order to be able to apply the Leray-Schauder principle we consider 
the operator equation 
x,=I”H(z-P)Nx-~PNx-(1-/2)&(x,-p*) (2.11) 
where 0 < A< 1 and E, p* are defined as follows: by virtue of (2.7) and 
(2.10) let E > 0 be chosen such that 
K(2n lpol + llpll, 
PI + P2 p*=-.--. 
2 
Further let R,>O be such that R,,> p. Let r;2 be defined by 
Q= x(t)~Lx,[O, 2nl;x(r)=x,+x,, lb, IL -=c R,, 
{ 
i 
2n 
x,(t)dt=O and p, <x,<p, 
0 
When A= 0, (2.11) reduces to a linear problem 
x, = -&(X0 - p*) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.15) 
and x0= p*, x, = 0, which is in 0, is the unique solution of (2.11) when 
/z = 0. 
We now prove that for A. E (0, I), (2.11) does not have a solution on the 
boundary of 52. If possible let x,(t) be a solution of (2.11) when A E (0, 1). 
Then 
APNx+(l -n)&(XO--*)=O, 
Thus 
1 j2rg(t,x)dt<~2zp(t)dt+E/X,, 
0 0 
-p*l<~ozrp(t)dt+~ 
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By virtue of (2.4), 
Thus 
From (2.11) 
<p, by (2.13). 
By the definition of Q and the fact that R, > p, it follows that (2.11) does 
not have a solution on the boundary satisfying I/ x1 1) o. = R,. We now show 
that (2.11) cannot have a solution x=x0 + xi(t) satisfying //xi 11 IxI d R, and 
xo=pl or p2. If possible let x0 = p1 and II xi I/ m < R, be such that 
x(t)=x,+x,(t)=p,+x,(t) satisfies (2.11) for some ;1~(0, 1). By virtue of 
(2.7), g does not change sign and thus 
Hence 
Thus 
and 
Ilx,llx <K(llpll, $27~ Ipol)+&K y ~6, by (2.12). 
( > 
We now apply (2.8) and obtain that 
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i.e., PNx < 0. However, x = x,(t) + x,, is a solution of (2.11) for some 
A E (0, 1) and thus 
PNx+(l -A)E(x~-P*)=O 
which implies that 
PNx>O 
leading to a contradiction. Thus (2.11) cannot have a solution on the 
boundary of 52 for 1 E (0, 1). 
We thus conclude by the Leray-Schauder principle that (2.3) and thus 
(2.1) has at least one solution in Q. Since E > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily 
small satisfying (2.12) and (2.13), it also follows that any such solution in 
D also satisfies p, 6 x0 < p2 and 1(x, II ru 6 K(27c IpO I + l/p II 1). 
3. DISCUSSIONS ON THE EXISTENCE THEOREM 
We present here several remarks regarding Theorem 1 which illustrate 
how some of the known results in the literature follow from Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let g( t, x) be continuous from [0,2rc] x R -+ R such that 
(i) 3 IX> 0 such that g(t, x)> -c1, (t, X)E [0, 27~1 x R; (3.1) 
(ii) 3 R30 and p,(t), pL2(t)EL’[0, 27r] such that g(t, x)<p,(t)<O 
for xd -R, andg(t,x)>pLZ(t)>O,for x3R. (3.2) 
Then, if jpp(t) dt = 0, there exists a 2x-periodic solution to 
x”=g(t, x)-p(t), 
x’(0) = x’(27c). 
(3.3) 
x(0) = x(27T), 
ProoJ: We will show that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
Clearly (2.4) holds. Thus it suffices to verify (2.7) and (2.8). 
Let 6 and P be chosen such that 
6 > K IIP II I > P>mlIPll,+271 IPOI +471u). 
Then if fi=max{p, S} we can choose p1 and pz such that 
P, +B< -R and P~-B>R, 
Thus p, <p2 and xE [p, --, p1 +p] implies 
x6p,+pUpp,+P< -R 
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and thus 
g(c x) d PI(t) co, thereby satisfying (2.7). 
Also, /xi (1 m < 6 implies that 
P~+~,(~)~~,+IIx~II,~P~+~< -R 
and thus 
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~*‘g(r,p,+~,(l))dr~~~-~~(r)dr~O, 
0 0 
thereby satisfying (2.8). 
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are verified and hence (3.3) has at 
least one 2n-periodic solution. 
As particular cases of the above corollary, we now show that the results 
of [IO] and [ 121 may be obtained. 
COROLLARY 2. Let h: R + R be continuous and let h( co) = lims _ o. h(t), 
h(-co)=lim<, --oo h(t), where at feast one of h( co), h( - co) is finite. Then 
the nonlinear problem 
x” = h(x) - q(t), 
x(0)=x(271), x’(0) -x/(271), 
has a 2x-periodic solution if 
(i) q(t) is 2z-periodic; 
s 
2n 
(ii) q(t)=qO+q,(r) where ql(t)dt=O andq,ER; (3.3) 
0 
(iii) h(co)>q,>h(-co). 
Proof In order to apply Corollary 1, we set g(t, x) = h(x) - qo. Then 
the nonlinear problem can be written as 
x”=g(t,x)-p(t), 
x(0) = x(27L), x’(0) = x’(27c). 
Note that sp p(t) dt = j? q,(t) dt = 0. Further from the hypothesis (iii) 
there exists R > 0 such that 
g(t, x) = h(x) - qo < 0 for xb -R 
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g(t, x) = h(x) - qo L 0 for x 2 R. 
All the hypotheses of Corollary 1 are thus satisfied and thus Corollary 2 is 
proved. 
Remarks. As in the case of Theorem 1, in both Corollary 1 and 
Corollary 2 the inequalities (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) can be reversed, e.g., the 
one sided boundedness hypothesis on g could be replaced by: 
3 a > 0 such that g(t, x) ,< CI for (t, x) E CO,271 J x R. 
Similarly in Corollary 2, one could use the inequalities: 
h(co)<q,<h(-co). 
When h(co) and h( - co) are finite, Corollary 2 is the result of [lo]. The 
one-sided boundedness of g corresponds to a similar hypothesis in [12] 
and Corollary 2 may thus be viewed as a generalization of the results in 
[ 10, 123. Corollary 1 may also be applied to the case when q. is equal to 
one of h( 00) or h( - co). Thus, for example, we can study the problem 
(cf. PI) 
x”-xe’=p(t), 
x(0) = x(2n), x’(0) = x’(27r), 
where f$ p(t) df = 0. 
It is easy to see that Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1 and 2 are true for 
more general differential operators than x”, e.g., higher order differential 
operators or operators of the type x” +g(x) x’ with appropriate growth 
hypotheses on g. 
Another interesting class of problems to which Theorem 1 and the above 
corollaries may be applied is the case when in Corollary 2, the function 
h(x) is monotone non-decreasing and q. E bdry[h(x)]. This case has been 
studied both from the existence and monotone convergence point of view 
in [9]. By applying Corollary 1, it can be proved that there exists a 
solution of 
x” = h(x) - q(f), 
x(0) =x(270, x’(0) = x’(27c). 
if and only if there exists x0 E R such that h(x,) = qo. 
In the earlier corollaries we have discussed the case when 
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g( CC ) > g( - CC ) (or g( co) < g( - co)). However Theorem 1 can also be 
applied to study the cases when g( CC ) = g( - co). In order to illustrate these 
ideas we consider two specific examples. Thus for the first example we 
choose g(x) = ePXz so that g( co) = g( - cc) = 0. For related results refer to 
Cll. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let p(t) be 2n-periodic such that p(t)=p,+p,(t), where 
p0 E R and @pi(t) dt = 0. Further let 4: (0, l] + R be the decreasing 
function defined by 
4(x) = K ’ llog XI “* - 47~~. 
Then, for p,(t) f 0 there exists t(p,) E R such that the nonlinear problem 
x’I=g(x)-p(t)=r ‘i&-p,(c), 
x(0) = x(27c), x’(0) = x’(27c), 
has a 2z-periodic solution if and only if p0 E R is as follows: 
POE (0, eP,)l whereO<~~‘(llp,Il,)~~(p,)<l. 
Remark. We First note that if pi E 0 then clearly t( p,) = 1, i.e., for every 
p. E (0, 1 ] and pI = 0 the nonlinear problem has a 2n-periodic solution. 
Hence we study only the case when p,(t) f 0 in Example 1. 
Proof: The proof is divided into two parts. We first show that if 
p. E (0, & ‘( II pl II, )) then there exists a 2x-periodic solution. 
It 
Noting that 4-‘( llpl I/ 1) d t(p,) < 1 implies that p. < 1, we now define 
6 = 1 log po I l’* for~~~(O,~~‘(llp~ll~)). 
now follows from p. < 1 and 6 = [log p. 1 l’* that 
1 
ZO s 
2n 
ew-(.r,)*)dt>p,>A 
J 
2n 
exp( -(x, + 26)‘) dt 
0 
for all /Ix1 IIccI < 6. Thus (2.9) holds with p, =0 and p2 =26. It is also 
obvious that (2.4) and (2.7) are true with a =O. Finally from 
p. < C$J ~ ‘( /I pi I( , ) and q+ is decreasing, we have 
IIPIIII<&Po)=K- Ilog~o/“2-4vo. 
Thus 
505'59 1-Y 
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thereby verifying (2.10). All the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are thus satisfying 
and thus 
x” = g(x) -p(t), 
x(0) =x(270, x’(0) = x’(27T), 
has at least one %rc-periodic solution. 
Let R(p,) = { p0 E R such that x” = exp( -x2) -p(t) has a 2rc-periodic 
solution}. Then it follows by integration that 
exp[ --r’] dr < 1. 
Thus R(p,) c (0, 1). 
It can also be proved that R(p,) is connected. Thus, let p E R be such 
that p. d P d P$, where po, pt E R( p,). Also let X, y be solutions 
corresponding to p,,, p$, respectively. Then 
.~“tf)=expl-s~2]-(po+p,(t)) 
3exp[-.Cj-(p+p,) 
and similarly 
y”<exp[-y2]-(p+p,). 
Thus x(t) and y(t) are upper and lower solutions for 
-d’=exp[-.\-2]-(p+p,), 
x(0) =x(271), x’(0) = .Y’(27c), 
and thus it follows that p E R( p, ). We now denote sup R(p, ) by t( p,) so 
that it follows that 
Let { pan) E R( p,) such that pan is increasing in n and poll + t( p,). 
Further let x, = xon + xln, lp xln = 0 be corresponding solutions. Then 
llxln II x + II xl 11 can be seen to be bounded uniformly in n. Also from 
1 
I 
2n 
pon=T;; o -PC - (xl,(t) + XOJ’I dt 
it follows that lxOn I -+ co implies t(pl) = lim pn = 0 which is a contradiction. 
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Thus {1x0,, } remains bounded and this implies that /Ix,, (/oo + l1.x: 11~ 
remains bounded. Extracting convergent subsequences and noting that 
x::=exp(-x~)-(p,,+p,(t)), 
x,(O) = X”(27c), XL(O) = xL( 2x) 
it follows that there exists x(t) such that 
x”=exp(-x’)-(p,(r)+r(p,)) 
x(0) = x(27c), x’(0) = x’(2n), 
i.e., t( p,) E R( p,) and thus Example 1 is proved. The nonlinearity P ” 
belongs to the class referred to as vanishing nonlinearities [ 11. Theorem 1 
can also be applied to “vanishing” nonlinearities where g(x) changes sign. 
In this case, as was noted in [ 1, 81, R( p, ) is a closed interval containing 
the origin. Following Theorem 1 we can obtain a similar result which also 
provides explicit estimates on the end points of this interval. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let p. E R and p,(t) be such that j:,” p,(t) & = 0. Then, if 
p, i. 0 there exists t (p,), ~+(P,)E R such that 
.K 
Y’= 1 +mu2 
i > 
- - (PO +p,(t)). 
x(0) = .K(27c), x’(0) = x1(271), 
has a 2rr-periodic solution if and only if 
6) ~~-(P,)<O<~+(P,), Ir,(pl)l <t; 
(ii) pot Cf (~~1~ f+(p,)l; and 
(iii) O~~~‘(ll~~I/~)~min(I~ (P,)I, lt+(~,)lL 
where d: (0, $1 + R is the decreasing function given by 
$4(X) = 
( 
j& JCG) - 4Xx. 
The details of proof are omitted because one may proceed as in Example 1. 
4. CASE WHEN g=O INFINITELY OFTEN-PENDULUM TYPE EQUATIONS 
As stated in the Introduction, this paper was motivated by the results in 
[4] concerning the existence of solutions of nonlinear boundary value 
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problems where the nonlinearity assumes the value zero infinitely often. 
The results in this section concern such functions g. We first apply 
Theorem 1 to study the problem considered in [4]. However, we do not 
require the hypothesis that g is bounded. In [4] the nonlinearity g was 
further assumed to satisfy xg(x) 30. The second theorem in this section 
studies the case when g is not required to satisfy xg(x) > 0. We then apply 
this theorem to the class of nonlinearities considered in [5-71 and 
demonstrate how the estimates obtained from the theorem are sharper. 
THEOREM 2. Let g: [0,27c] x R + R he such that 
(i) 3 r > 0 such that g( t, x) 3 -c(, (t, x) E [0, 2711 x R; 
(ii) 3R30such thutxg(t,x)<O,fi,r Ixj>R; 
(iii) let 1,, C, h > 0 he real numbers and jpk ), k = f 1, k 2 ,... he u 
sequence such thut 
(a) kp, > 0 and Ipli 1 + wz lf lkl --t xt, 
(b) ,~OY euch meusurahle set S c [IO, 27~1 kt,ith meus S 3 E, wje have 
i‘ d,(t) dt 3 h, k = I, 2 ,..., s 
where d,(t) = dist(p,, C,(t)), L’,(t) = (x E R: xg( t, x) > 0 or I g( t, x) d 0). 
Then the nonlinear problem 
x” = s(t, x) -p(t), 
x(0)=x(271), x’(0) =x1(271) 
has a 2x-periodic solution if 
a( 27t - /I) 
3po3 - 
a(27r - A) 
2n 271 
We IPOI + llPlld~&. 
Proof: We establish the existence by showing that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1 are satisfied. Thus let 6 > 0 be such that 
K(2x IPOI + lIPll1w~~. 
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Further let k,>O be such that 
where p > K(471~1+ 2 11 p(l r). 
For each x, such that @x,(t)dt=O and llxlJ,<6 we define 
s, = {t E co, 2x1: Ix,(t)l 2 &(Qf 
and 
s, = {t E t-0, 2711: Ix,(t)1 3 d-k”(t)}. 
We now show that meas < 2, i = 1, 2. If not let meas > A. This 
implies that 
h< 
I 
d(t)dt< 
s 
lx,(t)/ dtd2n6 
s .y, 
and this leads to a contradiction. 
Now let p1 =P-~“, pz=pko. If xE [p, -p, p, +p] then, noting that pl is 
negative ( - k,p --k0 2 0), we have 
x<p,+p< -R-/.i+p= -R 
and thus 
Similarly if x E [pz - CL, pz + ~1, g(t, x) d 0. Also, if llx, 11 cu d 6, 
pI+x,(t)6p,+II.~,II~< -R-6+6= -R. 
Thus 
s(4 PI +x,(t))>O, tE t-0,2711, 
which implies that g does not change sign in such intervals. Finally 
j~k~Pl+x,(f)W~j- g dt 
CO,2xl- s2 
>crmeas([O,27c-S2) 
> o(2n - 2) 
s 
2n 
2 2rcpo = p(t) dt. 
0 
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Proceeding similarly if (lx1 I( m d 6, 
P2 + Xl(f) 2 P2 - lb, /I m 
>R+&6=R. 
Thus 
and 
g dt 
CO.Znl- .sI 
< -a(27( - A) 
5 
277 
d At) dt. 
0 
Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
Remarks. Another variant of the hypothesis (iii) in [4] discussed in 
Theorem 2 is as follows: 
3 6 >O, SeqUenCeS {j~k}, (qk}, Pk + Co, vk + -CC and fUnCtiOnS 
CI~, c2 E L, [0,2x] such that 
g(4 xl 6 a,(t) forxE bk-6, pk+dl, 
g(t, xl 2 a*(t) forxe [qk-6, qk+6]. 
Then if 
1 
2n 
02(t) dt < 
0 
j;zp(t) dt< [2ir crl(t) dt 
0 
and 
K(2n lpol + ll~ll,)<~ 
the nonlinear problem 
x” = g(t, x) -p(t), 
x(0) =x(277), x’(0) =x1(271) 
has at least one 2n-periodic solution. 
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It must be noted that one could have also used the hypothesis 
g(t,x)x>O 
in Theorem 2. 
Finally Theorem 2 does not require the boundedness of g(x) as is 
illustrated by the example 
x”+g(x)=p(t), 
x(0)=x(271), x’(0) = x’(27T), 
where 
g(x) = e-y 1 - cos x), x20 
= -l+cosx, x 6 0. 
If we write p(t)=p,+p,(t),~~p,(t)dt=O, then a necessary condition for 
existence is p,, > -2 if p, & 0. Applying the results of Corollary 3, it 
follows that: 
(a) If p,, > 0, there exists a arc-periodic solution if K(27rp,, + 
llPlll)<T 
(b) if p0 < 0, there exists a 2rc-periodic solution if K( -2np, + 
llpll 1) < 71 -arc sin(iJiG); 
(c) if p0 = 0, there exists a 2rc-periodic solution for every p,. 
We now obtain an existence result for the above nonlinear problem 
where the nonlinearity g is not required to satisfy (iii) of Theorem 2. Before 
deriving the theorem we introduce some notations. 
Thus let g: R + R be continuous and further let g, g be such that 
for 5 E R. 
For each couple p, q such that g < q <p <g, let Mp,y be the set defined by 
M,,, = (d E R: 3 compact intervals I,, I, such that 
meas(Z,)Zd,i=1,2,andg(<)>pfortlEZr, 
g(5Mzfor5W. 
Then the nonlinear function g is said to be expansive if sup M,, 4 = co, 
where the sup is taken over all couples p, q such that g < q <p <g. It must 
be noted that in contrast to [5] we do not require Zr, I, to be symmetric. 
We then have the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 3. Let g: R -+ R be continuous and such that one of g, g is 
finite. Further let: 
(i) 3p, q such that g<q<fo<p<g; 
(ii) 2K(Ilf,II,+4ncr)<supM,,,, where cc=min{g-fo,fo-8) 
Then the nonlinear problem 
x0 = g(x) -f(t), 
x(0) = x(2n), x’(0) = x’(2n), 
has at least one frr-periodic solution where f (t) is 2rc-periodic in t. 
ProoJ: Let G(x)=g(x)-fo, h(t)=f,(t). F rom hypothesis (ii) it follows 
that 3 dE M,,, such that 
d> 2K( llf, II 1 + 471~). 
Further there exists intervals I, and I, such that meas (Ii) 2 d and 
G(l)>p-fO>O for (EZi and G(<)<q-f,<O for <EZ,. By the definition 
of g and g and the assumption that one of them is finite it follows that 
(3x1 ag -So> G(x) 6 g -fo 
whenever they make sense. Since one of these inequalities must be true, it 
follows that the one sided boundedness of G(x) is satisfied, i.e., one of (2.4), 
(2.5) of Theorem 1 holds. 
We can now choose the intervals I, and Z, to play the role of the inter- 
vals [pi-~, pi + .D] of Theorem 1 and thus (2.7) holds. Finally from 
hypothesis (i) it follows easily that (2.8) (or (2.9)) holds. Hence, by apply- 
ing Theorem 1, the nonlinear problem 
x” = G(x) -f,(t) =g(x) -f (t), 
x(0) = x(27c), x’(0) =x1(271). 
has a 2rr-periodic solution. 
In the particular case when g is expansive, by definition sup M,,, = co 
and in this case hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 3 is obviously satisfied. Thus we 
have: 
COROLLARY 6. Let g: R -+ R be continuous, expansive and such that one 
of g, 2 is finite. Then if 
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the nonlinear problem 
x” = g(x) -f(t), 
x(0) = x(27c)), x’(0) = x’(271), 
has at least one 2n-periodic solution. 
Theorem 3 and Corollary 6 generalize some of the results in [S-7]. In 
particular we show that the estimates provided by Theorem 3 are sharper 
than those in [S]. Thus in [S] the author assumes the following: 
(i) Igb)l GM, Id(x)I dk 
(ii) kc+; 
(iii) 3p,q such that g<qdf,<p<g; 
(iv) 4n2M+ 271 j? If(t)1 dt < sup MP,y. 
Clearly Theorem 3 does not require (i) and (ii) above. Even for such a 
class of g, (iv) may be seen to be more restrictive than (ii) of Theorem 3. It 
can be easily seen that 
K= ~IH(Z-P)~I.I,,+ 
47z2M+ 27~ jIz I f(t) I dt > 4n*(M- Ifo I ) + 2% llfi II 1. 
We now show that 
4n2M + 2n 
I ,‘” If(t) I dt 3 2K(Ilf, II 1 + 4na), 
where CI = min {g -f,, f, - g}. Two cases arise. If f0 > 0, then g > 0. Thus 
M>g and 
M- lfol bg-f,>cc. 
Similarly if f0 < 0, g < 0, M 2 -g and 
M- lh, 2 -g+f,aa. 
Thus 
47z2M + 27~ 
I ;n If( dta4n2(M- Ifol)+271 llfi II1 
> 47c2a + 271 llfi II 1. 
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Noting that Kd n/6, we have 
4n2M + 2n 
5 ;= If(t) I dt 2 47~~~ + 27~ llfi II, 
2 2K( U-i II I+ 471~). 
Thus the estimates obtained from Theorem 3 are sharper than those of [S]. 
Finally it must be noted that Corollary 6 does not require the bounded- 
ness of g as was assumed in [6]. 
5. THE PENDULUM EQUATION 
In this section we apply Theorem 3 to study the pendulum equation 
given by 
x” + a sin x +,f( f) = 0, 
(5.1) 
x(0) = X(2X), x’(0) =x1(271). 
Throughout this section we assume that: 
(i) a>O; 
(ii) f’(t) is continuous, 2rc-periodic and f(t) =fO +fi( t), where f0 E R, 
jfj=f,(f) dt = 0. 
The discussions here are restricted to problem (5.1) for the sake of sim- 
plicity. The ideas can be applied to nonlinearities g(x) where g(x) assumes 
the value zero infinitely often and the zeros are equispaced. For a survey of 
other results concerning (5.1) we refer to [ 111. 
Existence of a Solution 
First we note that with respect to establishing the existence of at least 
one 2rc-periodic solution for (5.1), one can obtain estimates by using the 
method of upper and lower solutions as follows: let x,(t) be the 2rc-periodic 
function such that 
s 
2n 
x,(t) dr = 0 
0 
and 
x; +f,(t) = 0. 
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Then 
By the method of upper and lower solutions it suffices to find r > 0 such 
that r+x,(t) and --r+x,(t) satisfy 
asin(r+x,(t))+f,dO 
and 
asin(-r+x,(t))+f,>O. 
It is easy to see that 
If01 <a and (5.2) 
are sufficient conditions for the existence of a 2x-periodic solution to (5.1). 
Multiple Solutions 
Clearly if x( t j is a solution, then x(t) + 2nn is also a solution for every 
integer n. We look for multiple solutions of (5.1) which do not differ by a 
multiple of 2~. 
THEOREM 4. Let f0 and f, satisfy 
%(4 xmin{a-fo.a+fo}+~~f,~~,)<~-arcsin (5.3) 
The?1 there exist two solutions of (5.1) given by x(r) =x,+x,(t) and 
x*(t) =x0* +x:(t) such that X~E (n/2, 3x/2) and x$ E (-7112, n/2). 
Proof: We first rewrite (5.1) as 
xU=a(l-sinx)-(a-f(t)), 
x(0) = x(27r)), x’(0) = x’(27r), 
(5.4) 
and apply Theorem 1. For the sake of simplicity let f0 > 0. We choose p, 
and p2 such that 742 < p1 < p2 < 31r/2 and 
K(47z Ifo-al + IIf,II,)<n-p,--arcsin (5.5) 
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and 
K(47c I&al + llf, /I,)<p,-n-arcsin (5.6) 
We now apply Theorem 1 to problem (5.4). Clearly (2.4) and (2.7) are 
satisfied. Noting that a -f(t) = a -fO -fr(t) we see that by setting 
6 = 7r/2 -arc sin( If0 l/a) - (pr - 7r/2), (2.10) is satisfied by virtue of (6.4). 
Finally, 
fo=IfoI=asin[n-6--p,]=crsin(b+p,). 
This implies that (2.8) holds and thus (5.1) has a 2n-periodic solution 
satisfying pr < x,, ,< pz. By a similar argument it can be seen that there 
exists a solution x* satisfying x* =x$ +x7 such that -n/2 <x$ < 7c/2. 
In the above theorem g(x) = a sin x satisfies g(x + 271) =g(x). However, 
this is not required to obtain multiple solutions as may be seen as follows. 
Thus let: 
g: R --r R be continuous such that g or g is finite, (5.7) 
where g, g are as in Section 4. We then have: 
THEOREM 5. Let there exist 6 > 0 and sequences { qk}, { pk}, such that 
)IkPk’O, lr]ki, bkl + O”, 
f(t) =fo +fi(tL fo E R s 
lnf,(t)dt=O, 
s(r)-fok0, t E bk - 6 pk + sl, 
g(t)-foGO> tE [qk-h qk+dl, 
K(IlfAI, +4~{minE-fo,fo-g})<6. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Then the nonlinear problem 
x” = g(x) -p(t), 
x(0) = x(27c), x’(0) = x’(27c), 
has infinitely many periodic solutions. 
The proof follows as in Theorem 4. 
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EXAMPLE. Consider the nonlinear problem 
-u”=g(x)-f,-f,(f), 
x(0) = x(27r), x’(0) = .u’(27c), 
where 
g(x) = e-’ sin X, x E [2kn, (2k + 1) 7-r], k is an integer 
= 0, otherwise. 
Then if .fO 3 0 and K( IIJ’, /I, + 47&) < 71, the above problem has infinitely 
many periodic solutions. 
Finally, we note that the sufficient conditions in [ 111, for the existence 
of at least two 2x-periodic solutions for (5.1) are 
IhI <a, ha + ll.fl II < 3, 
arcsin lJbl <~-~(2xa+llf,J,). 
i ) a 
Note that (5.3) can be rewritten as 
I.foI <a and 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
Note that (5.13) implies a < 3/2x whereas (5.14) holds for arbitrary a. 
However, 
471 min { a -,fO, a +fo ) > 2na is equivalent to If0 1 < 4. 
Thus in the case If01 <u/2 and a< 3/2x, (5.13) provides better estimates. 
However, if If0 ) > a/2, (5.14) provides a wider range for fb. Thus, for 
example, if 2na < 3, ,fi E 0 one obtains from (5.13) that 
arc sin( If0 I/a) < n/2 - (x*/3) u. But (5.14) implies that when f, = 0, If0 I can 
be arbitrarily close to u. 
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